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ABSTRACT
A reader is acquaint with image segmentation process at the beginning of the master
thesis and the most popular algorithms for image segmentation are explained and covered
in the following part. Segmentation operator for Rapid Miner freeware program was
created on basics of watershed transform; and in the paper was described process of
development. In last section of the work segmented images are presented; and diﬃculties
of this watershed transform implementation are described.
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ABSTRAKT
Na začátku diplomové práce je čtenář seznámen s procesem zpracování obrazu a v na-
vazující části jsou popsáný a vysvětleny dnes nejpoužívanější algoritmy pro segmentaci
obrazu. Na základě watershed transform je vytvořen segmentační operátor pro volně
šiřitelný program Rapid Miner a v dokumentu je popsáno, jak proces vývoje probíhal.
V poslední části práce jsou prezentovány segmentované obrazy a popsána úskalí takto
implementované watershed transform metody.
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INTRODUCTION
Human visual system can recognize and understand nature fairly and easily, but it
is very diﬃcult for a computer to solve such problem. This ﬁeld of science is called
computer vision or machine vision [1] [2] [3].
Image segmentation is the ﬁrst important process in numerous applications of com-
puter vision. It divides the image into diﬀerent meaningful regions with homogeneous
characteristics while using discontinuities or similarities of image components; the
subsequent processes relies essentially on its performance and results. It is one of
the most basic and important image processing issues for pattern recognition and
low-level computer vision. The latter middle-level and high-level computer vision
works always depends on it, such as a feature description, pattern recognition and
image understanding.
With increasing number of images on the Internet rise the need of their processing.
Another ﬁelds where the need of processing rise are medical imaging, automotive
industry, robotic or any other digital image understanding. Therefor this area of
research become very interesting and for this reason were chosen as a master thesis
objective.
All the work presented is created within investigation of Signal Processing Labora-
tory (SPL) in IMage-MIning group (IMMI). Main goal of this group is to develop
a Data-mining Image processing extension library for RapidMiner platform. So far
IMMI library contains almost 200 image processing operators and will be released for
free downloading on RapidMiner page under AGPL license. RapidMiner is powered
by JAVA library and is developed in eclipse environment.
One of the segmentation operators within IMMI library should be working operator
presented in this work. Range of methods suitable for implementation reduced since
some segmentation operators has been already done in the IMMI. As an appropriate
method was chosen watershed transform introduced in 1979 by S. Beucher and C.
Lantuéjoul. This method is widespread among researchers and it would be a pity
do not have it within IMMI library. Created operator should meet requirements on
appropriate use of existing classes in JAVA project, correct usage of collection type
of structures for optimal time and memory consumption. Last requirement is possi-
bility to use created classes and methods in another segmentation operators or to be
the draft for creating a new ones. Since many works bring fragmented or misleading
classiﬁcation of segmentation methods one of the beneﬁts this work should bring is
a method categorization into a coherent structure.
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This paper is introduced by basics of image digitization and spatial representation
(Section 1.1) followed by parts dealing with image preprocessing (Section 1.2), basics
of segmentation (Section 1.3) and after segmentation processing (Section 1.4). In the
following thematic unit (Chapter 2) are presented existing segmentation methods
and sorted to meaningful entities. Third section (see Chapter 3) pays attention to
RapidMiner environment and its needs for running the operator; and shows detailed
explanation of math used by operator. Next part (Chapter 4) deals with presen-
tation of created operator and describes (with illustrative pictures) how algorithm
process particular steps. Final part (Chapter 5) presents measuring computational
complexity and 15 examples of segmentation with detailed description.
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1 IMAGE PROCESSING
1.1 Image digitization and spatial representation
It is very useful to look at an image like on 2D function f(x, y). Where x and y are
spatial coordinates and function f is the brightness of the image in certain area [1]
[2]. If the image had been made on physical base process then brightness of pixels
are proportional to energy generated by physical source
0 < f(x, y) <∞ (−) (1.1)
Image usually originates by a light generated by source which is reﬂected from
surface of some object (scene) and then captured like a matrix of values by sensor.
For representation of this function it is possible to deﬁne function f(x, y) by using
two separated functions of illumination i(x, y) and reﬂectance r(x, y):
f(x, y) = i(x, y) ∗ r(x, y) (−) (1.2)
where
0 < i(x, y) <∞ (−) (1.3)
and
0 < r(x, y) < 1 (−) (1.4)
Values of function r(x, y) are bounded from one side by 0 (absolute absorption of
light) and on the other side by 1 (absolute reﬂection).
So far the image was considered as continuous function. For digitization it is essential
to discretizate coordinates and brightness. First of these represents operation of
sampling and the other one leads to quantization. The resulting objects are called
image elements or pixels. Quality of resulting image is given by quantity of pixels
and by number of levels of their brightness. It is appropriate to present these data
set by matrix of real numbers. In this case image is not further considered as a
continuous function but as a set of values. Mathematically we can describe this in
two ways:
Two dimensional function
f(x, y) =


f(0, 0) f(0, 1) · · · f(0, N − 1)
f(1, 0) f(1, 1) · · · f(1, N − 1)
...
...
...
f(M − 1, 0) f(M − 1, 1) · · · f(M − 1, N − 1)

 (1.5)
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or Matrix
A =


a0,0 a0,1 · · · a0,N−1
a1,0 a1,1 · · · a1,N−1
...
...
. . .
...
aM−1,0 aM−1,1 · · · aM−1,N−1

 (1.6)
Basically we deal with two identical matrices, where ai,j = f(x = i, y = j) = f(i, j).
The only diﬀerence is in notation.
Quantization is proceeded in L levels of gray. L must be power of 2 if we consider
computer processing:
L = 2k (−) (1.7)
The number of bites which is necessary for depositing this digital image in computer
memory (without compression) is:
b =M ∗N ∗ k (bites) (1.8)
The deﬁnition of neighborhood of each pixel in spatial representation is usually 4-
connected or 8-connected (Fig. 1.1). A set of neighboring pixels N surrounding a
pixel P (x, y) are deﬁned as:
N4−connected
P (x,y) = {(xN , yN) : |xN − x|+ |yN − y| ≤ 1}
N8−connected
P (x,y) = {(xN , yN) : |xN − x| ≤ 1, |yN − y| ≤ 1}
(1.9)
Fig. 1.1: Pixel neighborhood: a) 4-connected; b) 8-connected
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1.2 Image preprocessing
Objective of preprocessing is to suppress noise, remove distortion and remove or
highlight features in an image [2] [4]. Typical computer vision applications usually
require an image segmentation-preprocessing algorithm as a ﬁrst procedure. Prepro-
cessing must be related to our goal of segmentation or generally to what we want
to get from the picture. The main goal of preprocessing (in our case) is to prepare
an image for further segmentation. Detailed interpretation is described by Sing-Tze
Bow in his book [5].
Preprocessing method division:
1. Point brightness transformation
• Brightness correction; Brightness scale transformation
2. Geometrical correction
• Spatial transformation; Brightness transformation
3. Local preprocessing
• Image smoothing; Image focusing
4. Image restoration; Mathematical morphology
1.3 Segmentation
Image segmentation [6] is one of the main assignments of automated image proces-
sing (Computer vision) [5]. It is an essential ﬁrst step in low-level vision that is very
signiﬁcant for object recognition, retrieval and tracking, face detection and other
computer-vision-related applications.
General deﬁnition of segmentation says it is an process of splitting image into areas
that match to objects in an image. Or mathematically said - image segmentation
f(x, y) is division into sub-images R1, R2, · · · , Rn where sub-images fulﬁll following
criteria:
1.
⋃n
i=1Ri = f(x, y),
2.
⋃n
i=1Ri = f(x, y),
3. Ri ∩Rj = Φ, i 6= j,
4. Each sub-image meets some statement or a set of statements, for example:
• All pixels in sub-image Ri have equal level of gray.
• All pixels in sub-image Ri do not vary in gray level more than prescribed
value.
• Default deviation of gray level of all pixels in sub-image Ri is low enough,
etc.
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Perfect segmentation is beyond possibility if the matter is only image processing.
Perfect segmentation (if it is even possible) is thinkable when we understand what
content on the image is and understand its semantic meaning. In other words we
must at least partly know what on the image is in order to recognize and mutually
split individual sub-images. Hence perfect segmentation is not achievable. Our eﬀort
is the best partial segmentation where particular segments do not directly represents
objects in image but areas of image which have high level of homogeneity. We are
capable of this kind of segmentation by using image processing.
Important aspect in selection of appropriate segmentation method is a type of seg-
mented image. Segmentation algorithm for analysis of medical images of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) must be diﬀerent from seg-
mentation algorithm for detection of people and buildings on the photo to achieve
best results.
In chapter 2 is ”state of the art” of today used segmentation methods with many
bibliography and illustrations.
1.4 After segmentation processing
It is necessary to make some after segmentation processing [7].
• Small segments removing - This method deals with over-segmented image. It
is very universal method which can be used after almost every segmentation
process. Small segments removing is based on merging of small segments with
their neighbors. It is essential to propose appropriate criterion of merging. This
method does not have to be used in all cases of segmentation.
• Labeling - This process is necessary in every segmentation and very often is
applied during segmentation itself. Labeling assigns to every pixel an identiﬁer
which determines aﬃliation to segment .
• Inner boundary - After segmentation and labeling it is important to describe
boundaries of formed areas. Each area is clearly deﬁned by its inner boundary.
During determining of inner boundary may occur a problem with areas within
another area.
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2 SEGMENTATION METHODS
Some common methods of image segmentation are being described in this chapter
and others are mentioned in annex A - Free Mind map of segmentation B.
2.1 Feature space based techniques
Initial works resulting in such segmentation techniques were based on ﬁnding thre-
sholds in gray-level (single feature) histograms of images 2.1.1. These were followed
by the use of clustering techniques 2.1.2 in a multidimensional feature space of an
image to carry out segmentation. Most of the thresholding and clustering systems
used for feature space based segmentation must have precisely described underly-
ing problem. For example, most histogram thresholding techniques are based on
assumptions such as the histogram ﬁts a particular model very well or valleys in the
histogram represent region boundaries. Partitional clustering techniques [8] make
assumptions about prototypes and shapes of the clusters to be formed. Density mo-
diﬁcation [9] techniques modify the density map of the samples in a feature space by
incorporating certain useful information in order to aid segmentation in images. Few
such techniques were reported in [9], where histogram modiﬁcation was considered
in order to aid valley seeking based threshold determination in gray-level feature
spaces [10].
2.1.1 Histogram thresholding
Usually, this kind of segmentation process is based on the image gray-level histo-
gram. In this case, the aim is to ﬁnd a critical value or threshold. Through this
threshold, applied to the whole image, pixels whose gray levels exceed this critical
value are assigned to one set and the rest to the other set. For a well-deﬁned image,
its histogram has a deep valley between two peaks. Around these peaks the object
and background gray levels are concentrated 2.1. Thus, to segment the image using
some histogram thresholding technique, the optimum threshold value must be loca-
ted in the valley region.
In other classes of histograms there is no clear separation between object and bac-
kground pixel occurrences. In this case, to ﬁnd a reliable threshold, some suitable
criterion for splitting the image histogram should be used. A possibility is the use
of the measure of similarity or closeness between gray levels.
Since the fuzzy set theory was introduced, it has become a powerful tool to deal with
similarities in histograms. The image histogram thresholding is based on a criterion
of similarity between gray levels. To this end, a measure of fuzziness is used for
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assessing such concept. The technique proposed in this work [11] consists of deﬁning
two variables (object, background) modeled by two fuzzy subsets.
Fig. 2.1: Histogram Thresholding
2.1.2 Clustering
Clustering [12] is a process whereby a data set (pixels) is replaced by cluster; pixels
may belong together because of the same color, texture etc. There are two natural
methods for clustering:
• Divisive clustering [13]
• Agglomerative clustering [14]
Fig. 2.2: Ilustrative image of K-means
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The diﬃculty in using either of the methods directly is that there are lots of pixels
in an image. Also, the methods are not explicit about the objective function that is
being optimized.
The K-means [15] method is an iterative technique that is used to partition an image
into K clusters. Each pixel in the image is assigned to the cluster that minimizes
the variance between the pixel and the cluster center and is based on pixel color,
intensity, texture, and location, or a weighted combination of these factors. This
method is guaranteed to converge, but it may not deliver the optimal solution. The
quality of the solution depends on the initial set of clusters and the value of K. In
most cases the number of output clusters K is unknown.
2.2 Region-based segmentation
In the region-based segmentation [6], corresponding pixels of an image are grouped
together to regions and marked. A region is a group of connected pixels with similar
properties. This is very important in interpreting an image because it may corre-
spond to objects in a scene. For correct interpretation, image must be partitioned
into regions that correspond to objects or parts of an image. The important principles
are Value similarity (which includes Gray value diﬀerences and Gray value variance)
and Spatial Proximity (which consists of Euclidean distance and compactness of a
region). Region-based segmentation method also requires use of appropriate thre-
sholding techniques [16].
There are a variety of approaches to do region-based segmentation. Some are intro-
duced in this section.
2.2.1 Edge detection
Edge detection is a segmentation method which is based on ﬁnding edges and then
region boundaries within an image. There are dozens of approaches to detect edges:
• Methods based on ﬁrst derivative
• Methods based on second derivative
• or Canny edge detector 2.2.1
First derivative method is based on the idea that the greatest changes of pixel
intensities are in place of edge; and on place of non-edge this intensities approach
to zero and ﬁrst derivative is zero as well. Partial derivatives of x and y are solved
by Sobel, Prewitt, Laplacian or other operators [17] [6]. In case when we do not
need to know direction and greatness of edges it is possible to use second derivative
method. Second derivative methods only marks edges with the use of knowledge
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about places where second derivative of function intersects zero value. Special case
of second derivative is Diﬀerence of Gaussian1 which operates on the principal of
blurring image with two diﬀerent values of σ and then deductioning of results.
Canny edge detector
This method was ﬁrst announced by Mr. Canny in his paper [18] at November
1986 and block structure is shown on picture 2.3. This method became a milestone
in edge detection very soon. On the base of this method many others had been
developed since then [19]. The success of the approach depends on the deﬁnition of
a comprehensive set of goals for the computation of edge points. These goals must be
precise enough to delimit the desired behavior of the detector while making minimal
assumptions about the form of the solution.
Requirements for the edge detector:
• Provide good detection with high probability of marking the edge where the
edge really is. Low probability of falsely marking nonedge points.
• Provide good localization. It means that marked points are as close as possible
to the center of the true edge.
• Only one response to a single edge. This is implicitly captured in the ﬁrst
criterion where are two responses to the same edge, one of them must be
considered false.
Fig. 2.3: Block structure of Canny edge detector
As an optimal solution Canny deﬁne approximation of ﬁrst derivation of Gaus-
sian. Onto described ﬁltration results thresholding with hysteresis is applied. This
technique focuses on suppression of noise inﬂuencing results. Edges create (in gradi-
ante image) ridges which elevate upon neighborhood where the edge does not exist.
Canny detector algorithm follows peaks of these ridges and all other pixels sets to
null. The outcome of this is a thin line which deﬁnes an edge. This process is known
as non-maxima suppression. Using this technique is based on the assumption that
1Details about operation principles are available from web sites: http://fourier.eng.hmc.edu
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edge gives greatest respond in point where the edge really is. On the other hand
there is a problem during processing region with three edges connected (T shape).
The disconnection is caused by situation when one edge is greater than another. The
inﬂuence of its gradient is dominant in point of connection. In the last step we are
trying to eliminate insigniﬁcant and false edges. Hysteresis thresholding keeps only
edges whose gradient at least on some places reaches demanded size of T2. Resultant
map of edges contains thin unclosed edges. Time-consuming of Canny edge detector
is not much greater than another methods using ﬁrst derivative.
2.2.2 Split and merge
Split-merge method, which is proposed by Horowitz and Pavlidis [20], is one of
image segmentation techniques based on region growing. This method origins like
combination of older segmentation methods region merging and region splitting.
Image is divided into smaller and smaller regions. Firstly, a homogeneity criterion is
given. When one region of the image is not satisﬁed with the homogeneity criterion,
the region will be split into four equal smaller regions. When two adjacent regions
are satisﬁed with the homogeneity criterion, they can be merged to form a large one.
When there are no split and merge operations for each region, the algorithm ends.
Before segmentation itself, we have to deﬁne structure for administration of regions.
Quad-tree is used in most cases see Fig. 2.4.
Fig. 2.4: Quad-tree for Split and Merge
Criterion for splitting does not have to be the same like criterion for merging. In
that case we have to apply algorithm which force no-cycling of splitting and merging
the same area over and over again.
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2.2.3 Watershed
The watershed algorithm can be classiﬁed as a region-based segmentation approach
[21]. The original underlying idea of this method comes from geography: Landscape
or topographic relief is gradually ﬂooded by water. Rain is falling over the region and
ﬁlls domains of attraction (catchment basin) with water. A dam (watershed) is build
within two neighboring catchment basins if they are going to merge Fig. 2.5. Raining
stops when the landscape is ﬂooded. As a result, the landscape is partitioned into
regions or basins separated by dams, called watershed lines or simply watersheds.
Fig. 2.5: Watershed: a) image function; b) resulting segmentation
2.2.4 Markov random fields
Markov random ﬁelds MRF [6] [22] [23] [24] is not directly segmentation method
but statistical model which is used in segmentation. MRF models spatial bindings
between close or neighboring pixels in an image. Most pixels in the image belongs
to the same segment as their neighbors. In other words any object or segment of
pixel size is included in an image with very low probability. A Markov random ﬁeld,
Markov network or undirected graphical model is a graphical model in which a set
of random variables has a Markov property described by an undirected graph.
Description of image by MRF:
• image intensities are the random variables
• the values depend only on their immediate spatial neighborhood which is the
Markov property
• images are organized in a regular grid which can be seen as an undirected
graph
The graph is represented by set of sites and labels 1.4. Site S represents a region in
the Euclidean space (pixel, image region, edge, corner point, etc.). Labels L could
be intensity value, object label, binary ﬂag in edge detection L = edge, non− edge,
etc.
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Let S index a discrete set of m sites
S = {1, . . . ,m} (−) (2.1)
in which 1, . . . ,m are indices.
Let L be a set of labels
L = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓM} , shortly L = {1, . . . ,M} (−) (2.2)
The labeling problem is to assign a label from the label set L to each of the sites
in S. Edge detection in an image, for example, is to assign a label fi from the set
L = {edge, nonedge} to site i ∈ S, where elements in S index the image pixels. The
set
f = {f1, . . . , fm} (−) (2.3)
is called a labeling of the sites in S in terms of the labels in L. When each site is
assigned a unique label, fi = f(i) can be regarded as a function with domain S and
image L. Because the support of the function is the whole domain S, it is a mapping
from S to L, that is
f : S −→ L (−) (2.4)
When all the sites have the same label set L, the set of all possible labellings (that
is, the conﬁguration space) is the Cartesian product
F = L× L× . . .× L︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
= Lm (−) (2.5)
where m is the size of S.
A probability P (fi) does not depend only on the site but also on the labeling around.
Mathematically speaking we must consider conditional probability P (fi| {fi′}), where
{fi′} denotes the set of labels at the other sites i′ 6= i or globally as the joint proba-
bility P (f) In situations where labels are independent of one another (no context),
the joint probability is the product of the local ones P (f) =
∏
i∈S P (fi).
Segmentation in this case is based on minimizing required energy of joining la-
bels [3]. This energy minimization is computed by Gibbs distribution [25]. P (f) =
Z−1 × e
−1
T
U(f).
2.2.5 Region competition
Region competition method was ﬁrst announced by Song Chun Zhu and Alan Yuille
[26]. This segmentation combines geometrical features of snake/balloon [27] models
and statistical techniques of region growing [28]. Segmentation is based on minimi-
zing a generalized Bayes/MDL (Minimum description length) criterion which invol-
ves a sampling window (whose size depends on the signal to noise ratio). Size of the
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sampling window aﬀects accuracy of boundary detection (Like Canny edge detector
in 2.2.1 section).
Requirements on size of the sampling window:
• maximizing the signal to noise ratio
• locating boundaries accurately
Algorithm:
1. Initialize the segmentation: we put N seeds randomly across the image, and
all background (area not occupied by any seed regions) is treated as a single
region with uniform probability distribution.
2. Fix the boundary Γ, compute the parameters {αi} by maximizing P (I : αi). in
this step, we may need to ﬁt some surface or physical model (see color model).
3. Fix {αi}, move the boundary Γ by minimizing the energy function. When two
seed regions meet, edge is formed at their common boundary, then these two
regions compete along this boundary.
4. Execute step 2, 3 iteratively until the motion of boundary Γ converges. Then
goto step 5.
5. If there is background region not occupied by any seed regions, then put a new
seed in the background, and goto step 2; else goto step 6.
6. Merge two adjacent regions so that the merging causes the largest energy
decrease, goto step 2. if no merge can decrease the energy, then goto step 7.
7. Stop.
2.3 Artificial neural networks
Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) are mathematical abstractions of biological neural
networks [29]. Artiﬁcial neurons are interconnected or functionally related to solve
particular tasks. In more practical terms neural networks are non-linear statistical
data modeling or decision making tools. They can be used to model complex re-
lationships between inputs and outputs or to ﬁnd patterns in data. In the artiﬁcial
intelligence ﬁeld, artiﬁcial neural networks have been applied successfully to spe-
ech recognition, image analysis and adaptive control in order to construct software
agents (in computer and video games) or autonomous robots. Classical type of arti-
ﬁcial neural network is the recurrent Hopﬁeld neural network (see Fig. 2.3.1). Other
feature of this type of segmentation is parallelism of computing above one task.
In biological neural networks information is stored at the contact points between di-
ﬀerent neurons, the so-called synapses. These elements provides storage, transmis-
sion, and processing of information. Network consists of units called computing
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elements (see Fig. 2.6) which contains n input channels xi − xn with their weights
wi − wn. These inputs are processed by simple function f with resulting output
f(w1x1 + w2x2 + · · ·+ wnxn).
Fig. 2.6: Computing unit: Rosenblatt model
Perceptron (special computing element) learning algorithm is an adaptive method
by which a network of computing units self-organizes to implement desired behavior.
This behavior is achieved by backpropagation and by set of testing data. System
iteratively computes errors and conﬁgures weights to ﬁts desired results (Fig. 2.7).
Fig. 2.7: Learning process
Most often (for image segmentation) several types of neural networks (NN) are used
which creates a line of NNs where output of one NN is linked to input of another.
Because of this reason it is very hard to describe one method which includes whole
segmentation process. More descriptive (in meaning of understanding) is to introduce
some NN models which are used the most.
2.3.1 Competitive Hopfield neural network (CHNN)
CHNN was introduced in literature [30] like a combination of clasical Hopﬁeld neural
network [29] and winner-takes-all (WTA [31]) learning mechanism. Therefore, the
energy function may be fast to converge, and then to produce a satisfactory resulting
image with robust resistance to noise. Input image is deﬁned by its number of gray
levels n and a set of image pixels (subregions) c, then the CHNN consits of n by c
neurons as a 2-D array.
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Hopﬁeld neural network (HNN) was originally proposed as a iterative auto-associative
memory to solve optimization tasks by minimization of energy function. Architecture
of HNN with n neurons is shown in Figure 2.8. Every neuron is connected with other
neurons in network.
Fig. 2.8: Organization of Hopﬁeld neural network
Objective of adaptation is ﬁnding conﬁguration which in an active mode approaches
auto-asociative memory. In other words if the input of network is similar to any tra-
ining pattern, output of network should be assessed as this pattern. This behavior
is subscribed by energy function E(y) of network (Equation 2.6). Network states
y ∈ {−1, 1}n is classiﬁed by potencional energy according to quadratic function:
E(y) = −
1
2
n∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
wijyjyi (−) (2.6)
From deﬁnition of energy function ensues conclusion that state of network with low
energy has greater stability than any other state. Convergence of this statement is
proved by this book [29] in the chapter 13.3.2.
The competitive learning rule, WTA, is used for updating the weightings among the
neurons. Therefore, the penalty terms may be handled in an eﬃcient and explicit
manner. Only one of the neurons in each row which receives the maximum input
would be the winner neuron with its output being set at one. The outputs of all
the other neurons on the same row would then be set at zero. In other words, the
input-output function for the y-th row is given as
E(y, i) =
{
1, ifEy,i = max {Ey,1, Ey,2 · · · , Ey,c} ,
0, otherwise.
(2.7)
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2.3.2 Self-organizing map
Self-organizing map (SOM) was ﬁrst described by professor Tuevo Kohonen in pa-
per [32] as an ANN and it is sometimes called a Kohonen map or an associative
memory. It produces a similarity graph of input data in its basic form. It converts
the nonlinear statistical relationship between high-dimensional data into the simple
geometric relationship of their image points on a low-dimensional display, usually a
two-dimensional grid of nodes which is some kind of data abstraction.
The SOM may be desribed as a nonlinear, ordered and smooth mapping tool. This
mapping is implemented in the following way as a set of input variables ξj which is
deﬁnable as a vector x = [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn]
T ∈ ℜn . With each element in the SOM array
we associate a parametric real vector mi = [µi1, µi2, . . . , µin]
T ∈ ℜn that we call a
model. Assuming a general distance measure between x and mi denoted d(x,mi).
In next step is set a list of input samples x(t), where t is an integer value index.
Compare each x(t) with all mi and copy each x(t) into sub list associated with
that node, the model vector of which is most similar to x(t) relating to the general
distance measure d(x,mi). After distribution of all x(t) into the respective sub list,
the neighborhood set Ni around model mi is included. In the union of all sub lists
Ni is computed generalized median xi deﬁned as a sample that has the smallest sum
of distances from all the samples x(t), t ∈ Ni. The next phase is to form xi for each
node in the above manner, always considering the neighborhood set Ni around each
node i and replace each value mi by xi. The whole process iterates now to reach
desired result of two-dimensional grid [33]. Iteration process is shown in Fig. 2.9 2.
Fig. 2.9: SOM learning cycles
2Illustrative image from: The Self-organizing Maps 3rd edition book [33]
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3 DESIGN OF SEGMENTATION OPERATOR
In this chapter reader will get familiar with respective segmentation method and
operator, with the environment for which operator was created and with the Image
processing Project of which the operator is a part.
3.1 Image Processing Project
This diploma thesis is a part of an image data mining project within investigation of
Signal Processing Laboratory1 group. Goal of the project is to develop an extension
library for processing images in RapidMiner (details at chapter 3.2) and gain infor-
mations from them.
Fig. 3.1: Image processing
Description of image processing parts:
1. Feature Extraction: Covers low-level pixel or whole image processing
2. Segmentation: Splitting image into homogeneous regions
1Details about SPL project are available here: http://spl.utko.feec.vutbr.cz/index.php
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3. Graph representation: Neighboring map of homogeneous regions
4. Object detection: Object detection based on comparison of objects from da-
tabase
5. High-level semantic: Knowledge base of relations among objects
6. High-level Feature Extraction: Description and limitation of objects
3.2 RapidMiner environment
RapidMiner2 is the world-leading open-source system based on Java platform for
data and text mining. It is available as a stand-alone application for data analysis.
Operator was developed for RapidMiner 5.2.
Data mining is based on system of cross-connected operators where each operator
has his own purpose (open image, multiply output, blur image, segment, etc.). Each
operator can have one (or more) input port and one (or more) output port. Input
port serves for data entry which should be processed. Output port serves for passing
results to next operator or to the RapidMiner output. Operator has very often
interface for interaction with user to adjust values, to set boundaries or to make
another actions which will aﬀect results at the operator output port.
Each operator has to satisfy these criteria:
• Has to be an oﬀspring of Operator class.
• Contains deﬁnition of input and output ports if needed
• Contains doWork() method
• Contains parameters deﬁnition if needed
3.2.1 RapidMiner requirements
For running the segmentation is essential to manage these three things:
1. install Java Runtime Environment
2. install RapidMiner
3. copy Image Processing Extension library into RapidMiner plugin library
In order to use RapidMiner a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.5 (oﬃci-
ally Java 5.0) or higher is needed. JRE can be downloaded from Oracle Technology
Network3. Download the correct version for your operating system ant type of pro-
cessor (Windows 64b, Windows 32b, Mac, Linux, etc.) and install it on your system.
Next is installing the RapidMiner. At RapidMiner home page go to Download section
and click on Download the RapidMiner Community Edition (this version is free to
2RapidMiner project site: http://rapid-i.com
3http://java.sun.com
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download and is used in order to test the environment and features). After choosing
your OS you will have to ﬁll some details about yourself and submit privacy policy.
Then you will be redirected on sourceforge.net site where ﬁles are stored.
Ultimate item required is java library for image processing - rapidminer-ImageMiner-
1.3.3.jar . This library is situated on CD within a folder Tools. The content of the
folder should be copied into RapidMiner relative path . ./lib/plugins.
3.2.2 Content of Image Processing Extension JAR file
So far to current day of writing this thesis 120 operators for Image data processing
by Signal Processing Laboratory runed under sight of head programmer Ing. Radim
Burget, Ph.D. have been made.
Image Processing Extension library is ampliﬁcation for tool RapidMiner v 5.2. Lib-
rary provides advanced technologies in ﬁeld of data mining, image processing, proces-
sing of medical data, pattern searching, segmentation and semantical understanding
of an image.
3.3 Segmentation operator
Watershed transform was chosen as a segmentation method. There were few reasons
to do this - its well documented, it is abundant awareness among users and the
scientiﬁc community and gives satisfactory results. Watershed transform basic prin-
cipals were earlier mentioned in section 2.2.3. In article The watershed transform4
by Roerdink and Meijster watershed transform variants and mathematical basics of
how the method work is described. For consistency and ease of readability of this
section I will draw freely from the above work some formulas and explanations of
segmentation procedures. From a set of various modiﬁcations of watershed trans-
form was chosen watershed by immersion whose pseudocode is situated at the back
of this work as an annex C.
Design was created for object oriented programing language JAVA. The design em-
phasis was placed on the eﬀective usage of current classes and methods, appropriate
usage of collection type of structures for optimal time and memory consumption
and possibility of usage of created classes and methods in another segmentation
operators.
4http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
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3.3.1 Math used for segmentation
This section contains some background material on digital gray image represen-
tation, watershed deﬁnition in discrete case and algorithmic deﬁnition by immersion.
Let assume that f : P → N is a digital gray value image, where f is a gray value of
natural numbers from N space and P is a set of pixels in digital gray image. Gray
value f ∈ 〈hmin, hmax〉, in our case f ∈ 〈0, 255〉. For each level h ∈ 〈hmin, hmax〉 we
can deﬁne a subset of pixels Ph with the same level of gray within space P
Ph = {p ∈ P | f(p) = h} (3.1)
If we slightly modify previous formula we will get a set of all pixels Q which consists
of gray level subsets from hmin to hT where hT is so called threshold:
Q = {p ∈ P | f(p) = h} =
h⋃
i=hmin
Ph (3.2)
Let say that p and q are two points within P . The geodesic distance dP (p, q) between
p and q within P is the minimum path length among all paths within P from p to q.
If Q is a subset of P deﬁne dP (p,Q) =MINq∈Q(dP (p, q)). Let Q ⊆ P be partitioned
in k connected components Qi, i = 1, 2, · · · , k. The geodesic inﬂuence zone of the
set Qi within P is deﬁned as
izP (Qi) = {p ∈ P | ∀j ∈ [1 · · · k] \ {i} : dP (p,Qi) < dP (p,Qj)} (3.3)
The set IZP (Q) is the union of geodesic inﬂuence zones of the connected components
of Q
IZP (Q) =
k⋃
i=1
izP (Bi) (3.4)
The complement of the set IZP (Q) within P is called skeleton by inﬂuence zones
(SKIZ):
SKIZP (Q) = P\IZP (Q) (3.5)
So the SKIZ consists of all points which are equidistant (in the sense of the geodesic
distance) to at least two nearest connected components.
Algorithmic definition of Watershed by Immersion
In discrete case we can deﬁne watershed transform as a special case of SKIZ where
each pixel from SKIZ corresponds to one watershed pixel. An algorithmic deﬁnition
of the watershed transform by simulated immersion was given by Vincent and Soille.
Let f : D → N be a digital gray value image, with hmin and hmax the minimum
and maximum values of f .Deﬁne a recursion with the gray level h increasing from
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hmin to hmax, in which the basins associated with the minimum of f are successively
expanded. Let Xh denote the union of the set of basins computed at level h. A
connected component of the threshold set Th+1 at level h + 1 can be either a new
minimum, or an extension of a basin in Xh: in the latter case one computes the
geodesic inﬂuence zone of Xh within Th+1, resulting in an updated Xh+1. Let MINh
denote the union of all regional minimum at altitude h.
Recursion will look like this:{
Xhmin = {p ∈ P | f(p) = hmin} = Thmin
Xh+1 = MINh+1 ∪ IZTh+1(Xh), h ∈ (hmin, hmax)
(3.6)
The watershed Wshed(f) of f is the complement of Xhmax in D:
Wshed(f) = D\Xhmax (3.7)
For an example of the watershed transform according to the above recurrence, see
Fig. 3.2, in which A and B are labels of basins, andW is used to denote watershed
pixels (minimum pixels in the input image are indicated in bold); (a): original image;
(b-e): labeling steps based on equation 3.6. Relabeling of watershed pixels is shown
on the image as well.
Fig. 3.2: Watershed transform by immersion on the 4-connected grid
According to the recursion 3.6, it is the case that at level h+ 1 all non-basin pixels
(all pixels in Th+1 except those in Xh) are potential candidates to get assigned to a
catchment basin in step h+ 1. Therefore, it allows the pixels with gray value h´ ≤ h
which are not yet part of a basin after processing level h, are merged with some
basin at the higher level h + 1. Pixels which in a given iteration are equidistant
to at least two nearest basins may be provisionally labeled as watershed pixels by
assigning them the label W (we will refer to such pixels as W-pixels or Wsheds).
However, in the next iteration this label may change again. A deﬁnitive labeling as
watershed pixel can only happen after all levels have been processed. An example is
given in Fig. 3.2, for a 3× 3 discrete image on the square grid with 4-connectivity.
There are two local minimum (the zeros indicated in bold), so there will be two
basins whose pixels are labeled A and B. The labeling according to equation 3.6 is
shown in Fig. 3.2 (b)-(e). This shows the phenomenon of relabeling of W-pixels: the
pixel in the second row, second column, is ﬁrst labeled W, then B.
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3.3.2 Math used for preprocessing and post-processing
We will have to deal with only one thing in preprocessing and this is how to convert
input data from previous operator to data needed for segmentation process. Wa-
tershed transform operates only with gray level scale but data are stored in color
space. We can use weighted or unweighted calculation of gray level h from color
components red R, green G and blue B.
h = 0.2126R + 0.7152G+ 0.0722B for weighted calculation,
h = (R +G+B)/3 for unweighted calculation
(3.8)
The situation in post-processing is more complicated because watershed algorithm
is very sensitive on local minimum and noise in image. If the image has to many
noise within result will be over-segmented. Over-segmentation and connecting small
regions to bigger ones are solved in post-processing.
Decision about connecting small region has to depend on size of the region. If the
size is smaller then a threshold, region will be connected to neighboring region which
is the most similar. The similarity s between regions A and B can be expressed by
equation:
s = |RA −RB| ∗ |GA −GB| ∗ |BA − BB| (3.9)
After connecting small regions will come merging of similar neighboring regions.
Two neighboring regions will be merged if similarity s is smaller then a similarity
threshold sT .
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4 OPERATOR IMPLEMENTATION
In this section structure of the whole segmentation project will be described and
will be shown in detail how segmentation works (step by step).
4.1 Classes description
Main class
WatershedOperator class
This class extends Operator class and creates interface between program itself and
the user. Illustrative Watershed operator setting can be seen in the picture 4.1.
User can set four parameters connectivity model, convert model, small region
threshold and merging threshold.
Fig. 4.1: Watershed operator main setting
Connectivity model (further in the text only connectivityModel) parameter de-
ﬁnes neighborhood of pixels (see section 1)
• C4 4-point neighborhood
• C8 8-point neighborhood
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Convert model (further in the text only convertModel) parameter choose between
weighted or unweighted transformation of RGB space to gray level scale (see section
3.3.2).
• RGB TO GS weight RGB
• AVG do not weight RGB
Small region threshold (further in the text only smallRegionThrparameter) de-
ﬁnes a threshold tSR for connecting small regions to their neighbors and is set in
promile in comparison with full size of the image IFS. Small region SR can be deﬁned
as:
• SR = tSR ∗ IFS
Merging threshold (further in the text only mergingThr) is a threshold tM for
merging two neighboring regions A and B whose similarity s is deﬁned according
to equation 3.9. If similarity s is smaller then a merging threshold tM these two
regions will be merged.
WPoint class
An instance of this class creates a smallest piece in image representation - point.
ImageStructure class
This class serves for plane representation of WPoint objects and operations needed
for working within plane organization; especially information about neighbors of
some WPoint.
Region class
This class is needed after segmentation process in post-processing. In ﬁrst step in-
stance creates new regions and add points inside and holds informations about ne-
ighboring regions. Its methods take care about connecting, merging and ﬁnding
similarity between neighboring regions.
WatershedAlgorithm class
Is most important class in the project. Its role is to perform all partial tasks (connect
the dots) from creating data structure for storing the image via segmentation and
post-processing to transfer the created regions back to image.
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4.2 Step by step example
After assembling operators in RapidMiner user will chose an image to segment and
set segmentation parameters. In this phase doWork() method from WatershedAlgo-
rithm class is called. This method invokes ImageStructure class instance. A matrix
[width][height] of WPoint type objects is created and in double for loops (width and
height) in each cell a new WPoint object is created.
WPoint instance contains ﬁeld for color values stored by Color class. Next two ﬁelds
holds plane representation in [x,y] and one reference to ImageStructure class.
Since watershed transform can operate only with gray values, conversion from color
space is needed. This is achieved by calculateGray() method where convertModel pa-
rameter from WatershedOperator class is used. Next ﬁeld is determined strictly for
segmentation and is called distance. Distance ﬁeld stores geodesic distance dP (p, q)
which was discussed in previous section. Last important ﬁeld is label. Label ﬁeld
serves for point assignment to a set of points with the same meaning. The set can be
a region or a set with special determination. Special determination sets are these:
INIT initial value for each point
MASK initial value at each level
FICTIVE ﬁctitious pixel which is not a part of D space
WSHED label of the watershed pixel
At this point of program data from input image are stored in local data structure
which is suitable for segmentation that can now proceed.
In algorithm is used First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue which is implemented by Lin-
kedList collection of WPoint objects and is used for propagation of inﬂuence zones
(region growing). Flooding level h rise one by one from level 0 to level 255. In each
ﬂooding step, all nodes with current gray level h are masked by setting their label
ﬁeld to MASK. Then those nodes which have labeled neighbors from the previous
iterations are inserted in the FIFO queue, and from these pixels geodesic inﬂuence
zones are propagated inside the set of masked pixels within the FIFO queue. If a pi-
xel is adjacent to two or more pixels with diﬀerent labels, it is marked as a watershed
node by the label WSHED. If the pixel can only be reached from nodes which have
the same label, the label of node is set to same label even if node was previously
labeled as WSHED. Pixels which at the end of ﬂooding step (FIFO queue is empty)
are still labeled as a MASK, belong to a set of new minimum at level h and get a
new region label.
After end of segmentation labels of WPoint objects can be either WSHED or label
with number of region. Now can proceed after-segmentation.
Number of new Region objects in an array are created according to label counter.
In double for loops (width and height) ImageStructure instance is being browsed.
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WPoint reference is stored in FIFO1 queue if label is WSHED or assigned to spe-
ciﬁc region (label number = region number) if label is over zero. In the next step
FIFO1 queue is processed until queue is empty. For each WSHED within is a set
of neighboring regions created; and to each of those regions are all other regions of
this set stored in ﬁeld neighboringRegions collection. Since WPoint objects stores if
ever was labeled as a WSHED, example of regions and watershed curves within can
be seen in Fig. 4.4 image b) (watersheds are highlighted by red color).
After determination of region neighboring small region connecting is in turn. Accor-
ding to number of pixels in region in comparison with SR (calculated from image
size and smallRegionThr parameter) merging with some neighboring region is eva-
luate. This region will be merged with the most color-similar neighboring region and
region neighboring will be changed. Example of small region connecting is presented
in Fig. 4.5 image a).
Next step is merging similar regions. Two neighboring regions are merged if their
color-similarity is below a threshold mergingThr; if regions are merged neighboring
of regions has to be adjusted. Example can be seen in Fig. 4.5 image b).
Now conversion to presentable form has to be done. This is handled by setOutput()
method in WatershedAlgorithm class. This method uses array of Region objects
and for each existing region creates new black image and insert inside this image all
points of this region as white dots; and this way creates for each region a new image
called mask. All results are now delivered on operator output port an are presented
like in an example in Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.2: Mask
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4.2.1 Example of segmentation
A simple image with constant gray level at the background and two dots at the
foreground was chosen as an example image. From those two dots will propagate
inﬂuence zones until an image will be segmented.
Explanatory notes of colors:
gray level original image color
magenta masked pixel
blue new minimum
yellow geodesic distance zone
green watershed pixel
Fig. 4.3: Step by step segmentation process
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Fig. 4.3 shows some important steps of segmentation. First is original image followed
by masked pixels at level h = 0 and creating two new minimum at this level with
labels 1 and 2. On the next row is masking pixels at level h = 195 and inﬂuence zone
propagation of minima with label 1. On the third line are inﬂuence zone propagations
of both minimum; and relabeling to watershed pixel in last image. On the last row is
another inﬂuence zone spreading and continuous curve of watershed pixels creation
with result of segmentation in the last image.
This example was created on testing segmentation program within eclipse and later
developed to WatershedOperator.
4.2.2 Example of region merging
As an example was used image with texture of green and yellow ﬁeld which contains
a lot of local minimums and provides many regions. Image is 78 pixels wide and his
height is 68 pixels which makes 5304 pixels in total. During segmentation 479 local
minimum arise and pixels are assigned to them. After creating regions and clearing
the FIFO1 queue, image with separate regions is created and shown in Fig. 4.4.
Small region connecting reduced number of regions from 479 to 144 which is 30%
from total number of regions.
Fig. 4.4: Region merging (a) original image; (b) labeled image
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After application of merging regions remain only 9 regions which is 2% from total
number of regions after segmentation. In a resulting image (see Fig. 4.5) is a clear
curve between bottom yellow region and green region. In upper part is quite distinct
boundary between green region and yellow region; but does not follows boundary
curve from original image. In top right corner is properly created darker yellow
region.
Fig. 4.5: Region merging (a) small regions connecting; (b) similar regions merging
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5 TESTING AND RESULTS
Testing was done at PC with Intel Core i3 CPU M330 with 2,13GHz; 2 physical
and 4 virtual cores. Operating system was 64bit Windows 7 Pro with 4GB RAM.
Because operator was not made for multi-threading processing only one core is used.
Measures was made in eclipse environment due to easier presentation of partial re-
sults. Time measures were made by using time stamps.
In all examples will be presented 4 images - original image; segmented image; image
after connecting small regions and ﬁnal image after merging similar regions.
5.1 Measuring computational complexity
Computational complexity (in units of seconds [s]) depending on the size of the
image [Mpx] was measured at ﬁrst. Size of the image was doubled in every step
until 4Mpx; using the same image with aspect ratio 4:3. From graph at 5.2 can
be seen exponential dependence of total time on the size of the image. Largest
share of the total time involves time spent on merging similar regions. Parameter
of SmallRegionThr was set to 3, MergingThr to 3000 and ConnectivityModel to
8-point.
image size [Mpx] 0,125 0,25 0,5 1 2 4
segmentation time [s] 1,41 2,547 4,979 9,643 19,175 37,999
connecting small reg. t [s] 0,386 0,701 1,12 2,666 7,725 20,797
merging similar reg. t [s] 0,283 0,808 0,401 17,093 72,323 436,693
total time [s] 2,079 4,056 6,5 29,402 99,223 495,489
amount of regions [-] 10145 20342 41154 79302 133551 193923
connecting small reg. [-] 170 172 171 160 158 152
ﬁnal amount of reg. [-] 40 44 47 46 47 53
Tab. 5.1: Computational complexity depending on the size of the image (4-point)
Similar results will be given when ConnectivityModel parameter will be changed to
4-point.
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image size [Mpx] 0,125 0,25 0,5 1 2 4
segmentation time [s] 1,389 2,559 4,838 9,484 19,041 38,374
connecting small reg. t [s] 0,471 0,855 1,365 3,011 7,804 19,795
merging similar reg. t [s] 0,249 1,52 0,676 19,114 8,189 789,347
total time [s] 2,109 4,934 6,879 31,609 35,034 847,516
amount of regions [-] 19762 39078 78200 150301 247675 341980
connecting small reg. [-] 156 153 155 149 145 150
ﬁnal amount of reg. [-] 41 49 43 45 39 44
Tab. 5.2: Computational complexity depending on the size of the image (8-point)
Fig. 5.1: Computational complexity image results (4-point)
Fig. 5.2: Computational complexity depending on the size of the image (4-point)
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Fig. 5.3: Computational complexity image results (8-point)
Fig. 5.4: Computational complexity depending on the size of the image (8-point)
5.2 Examples
Here will be given a set of 10 example images. Setting of SmallRegionThr, Mer-
gingThr and ConnectivityModel parameters will be subjectively adjust for best re-
sults and will serve for future series of segmentation as a model example of setting.
All images will have 0,5 Mpx resolution and approximately squared aspect ratio.
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5.2.1 Example 1: Mammography breast image
Fig. 5.5: Example 1: Mammography breast image
smallRegionThr [-] 4 segmentation time [s] 6,103
mergingThr [-] 30000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,549
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 10,216
amount of regions [-] 6471 total time [s] 16,868
connecting small regions [-] 55
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 7
Tab. 5.3: Example 1: Mammography breast image
Description: On this gray scale picture are four important objects; breast tissue,
muscle tissue, identiﬁcation label and background. On this example setting of para-
meters has been adjusted to separate these four objects.
After ﬁrst step (segmentation) 6471 regions are formed. Since large amount of de-
tails is not desired smallRegionThr can be set to higher value which decrease number
of regions to 55 where one is for background, one for identiﬁcation label and rest
is for tissues. In last step we need to separate diﬀerent kinds of tissues. Since the
picture is gray scale we can use high value of mergingThr which was set to 30000.
As a ﬁnal result is an image with 7 regions. Two regions are for background and
label. Muscle tissue in upper left corner is smaller than it should be (in meaning of
human understanding of the image) because the lowest part was assigned to adipose
tissue of breast. Biggest part of breast - adipose tissue has in the middle a brighter
mammary gland and is precisely delimited by darker tissue around the right edge.
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5.2.2 Example 2: MRI brain image
Fig. 5.6: Example 2: MRI brain image
smallRegionThr [-] 1 segmentation time [s] 5,86
mergingThr [-] 25000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,584
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 9,854
amount of regions [-] 10865 total time [s] 16,298
connecting small regions [-] 500
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 34
Tab. 5.4: Example 2: MRI brain image
Description: This gray scale image shows a picture of a brain inside a human head.
Our objective will be separation of background, brain cover (skull with cerebrospi-
nal ﬂuid) and brain. On this example setting of parameters has been adjusted to
separate these three objects.
After ﬁrst step (segmentation) 10865 regions are formed. What is interesting in
this example is ”granulate eﬀect” arising from a sharp transition between white and
black neighboring parts (bright brain tissue and dark cerebrospinal ﬂuid; bright skull
and dark background). In human vision is this transition clearly deﬁned by diﬀerent
brightness of those two parts and boundary between them is obvious. ”Granulate
eﬀect” in concept of watershed transform is not an error but undesirable charac-
teristic caused by the basics of algorithm. Individual regions develops from pixels
with minimal brightness therefore adjacent bright pixels are assigned to them. Since
regions with ”granulate eﬀect” creates boundary between brain cover and brain it is
necessary to minimize smallRegionThr parameter. 0 should be out of the question
because ﬁnal result will contain hundreds of very small regions with only tens of
pixels within. Next integer value is 1 which was also set and result of this setting
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was 500 regions after connecting small regions. At this point only background ob-
ject is clearly formed. As a mergingThr parameter we can set a high value again
because of the gray scale character of image. Result was 34 regions. Well formed
background from previous step penetrate skull, but should stay the same and rather
create another black homogeneous region inside the skull instead. This was caused
by dark region of skull in upper part which was connected to background. Brain
cover object is well shaped from inner and outer side with some cerebrospinal ﬂuid
regions leftovers. Problem is in thickness which is to high and was caused by con-
necting regions with ”granulate eﬀect”. From brain object decent shape compliance
can be seen and hemispheric similarity given by quantity of small brain parts.
5.2.3 Example 3: Chessboard image
Fig. 5.7: Example 3: Chessboard image
smallRegionThr [-] 1 segmentation time [s] 5,07
mergingThr [-] 300000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,666
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 12,342
amount of regions [-] 11235 total time [s] 18,078
connecting small regions [-] 502
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 15
Tab. 5.5: Example 3: Chessboard image
Description: This gray scale picture shows black and white squares on the chessbo-
ard. Our goal is to separate each square and create a region from it.
After ﬁrst step (segmentation) 11235 regions are formed and because of sharp tran-
sition between black and white squares, matrix from ”granulate” regions arise. Inte-
resting ﬁnding is that white squares are quiet precisely made even if from basics of
algorithm should had been absorbed by surrounding black squares. It did not hap-
pen because some image ”dirt” is present in the form of dark pixels. SmallRegionThr
parameter will be used just for very small region removal and therefor will be set to
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1. Problems comes on the edges of picture where three small triangles are connected
to matrix of ”granulate” regions because their size was below the threshold. Since
on the original image are only two domain colors which are on opposite sites of color
range, very high value for mergingThr can be used. Result is 15 regions. Most of the
regions from ”granulate” matrix was assigned to black squares. In ﬁnal image are 3
gray leftover regions from ”granulate” matrix; 9 regions of white squares and rest is
for black squares which are oversized.
5.2.4 Example 4: Text image
Fig. 5.8: Example 4: Text image
smallRegionThr [-] 1 segmentation time [s] 7,548
mergingThr [-] 5000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,259
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 2,638
amount of regions [-] 37 total time [s] 10,445
connecting small regions [-] 37
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 4
Tab. 5.6: Example 4: Text image
Description: As a last example from gray scale images was chosen an image with
text. Desired result is one object for each letter and if a letter has some round shape;
new white region should be created within. Functionality should be similar to Op-
tical Character Recognition (OCR) which allows to digitize printed text.
Result is signiﬁcantly bad and the reason is simple. In a few ﬁrst steps of segmen-
tation is assign a new local minimum to each letter (number of letters is 35 and
number of regions after segmentation is 37). Since image was created as a print
screen of text editor, no image ”dirt” is present like it was in previous example.
Therefor all local minimums spread their inﬂuence zones until do not encounter
image boundary or another region. Adjustment of result by parameters is useless.
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5.2.5 Example 5: Football field image
Fig. 5.9: Example 5: Football ﬁeld image
smallRegionThr [-] 1 segmentation time [s] 6,664
mergingThr [-] 9000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,313
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 95,291
amount of regions [-] 65322 total time [s] 103,268
connecting small regions [-] 445
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 30
Tab. 5.7: Example 5: Football ﬁeld image
Description: First color image shows football ﬁeld with two teams (each has diﬀe-
rent color of jersey), judge and a team bench with people. Main goal here will be to
achieve those ﬁve regions by setting proper values of parameters.
After ﬁrst step (segmentation) 65322 regions are formed. Because we want to pre-
serve small object of a judge we need to set smallRegionThr to 1. This setting
decrease number of regions to less than one percent from original number of regi-
ons. Also creates a silhouette of judge as one object and very nice object of yellow
team formed from two regions. Two left players from second team were assigned
to green region of grass which was not desired. In merging similar regions process
advantage of green component was used because in computing similarity equation
3.9 diﬀerence in green will be minimal. The ﬁnal result are 30 regions. Objects of
judge and yellow team met our criterion. On football ﬁeld object left a part of the
central line with three other brighter regions of ﬁeld; and a part of team bench with
people was badly assigned to football ﬁeld object as well. Second team object con-
sists of 5 regions of black white and dark green regions and is badly shaped with
two left players badly assigned to football ﬁeld object. This is an obvious deﬁcit of
this segmentation operator. Object of team bench contains many regions which was
caused by large amount of color diversity within.
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5.2.6 Example 6: People on the beach image
Fig. 5.10: Example 6: People on the beach image
smallRegionThr [-] 1 segmentation time [s] 5,495
mergingThr [-] 6000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,985
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 0,3
amount of regions [-] 43315 total time [s] 6,78
connecting small regions [-] 492
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 68
Tab. 5.8: Example 6: People on the beach image
Description: In this image are objects of sky, sea, sand, three objects of people and
towels.
After ﬁrst step (segmentation) 43315 regions are formed and nothing interesting
can be seen here. 492 regions are formed after connecting small regions; problem
with girl on the right is starting to show up - color of regions representing her legs is
similar to sea color and they are starting to get merged together. After ﬁnal merging
of similar regions 68 regions are made. Sky object is divided into 4 regions that has
subjectively very similar color. Sea object is well separated from the sky but has
many regions - this caused by small mergingThr parameter. If mergingThr parameter
will be higher, objects on the image will get combine and creates incomprehensible
regions.
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5.2.7 Example 7: Flower image
Fig. 5.11: Example 7: Flower image
smallRegionThr [-] 2 segmentation time [s] 5,499
mergingThr [-] 10000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,895
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 6,447
amount of regions [-] 23730 total time [s] 12,841
connecting small regions [-] 245
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 28
Tab. 5.9: Example 7: Flower image
Description: On this image two objects of ﬂowers from sky should be separated.
After ﬁrst step (segmentation) 23730 regions are formed and ”granulate eﬀect” arise
on green stems of ﬂowers. After small region connecting and merging similar regions
left 28 regions. Right ﬂower has well shaped contour. Second ﬂower come oﬀ worse
- number of regions making up is 7 (ﬁrst had 3); and during region merging parts
of stems were badly assigned to blossom. Stems of ﬂowers are created of 4 regions
and remaining regions are sky and clouds.
5.2.8 Example 8: Pool image
Fig. 5.12: Example 8: Pool image
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smallRegionThr [-] 3 segmentation time [s] 6,555
mergingThr [-] 20000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,435
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 1,854
amount of regions [-] 45312 total time [s] 9,844
connecting small regions [-] 161
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 23
Tab. 5.10: Example 8: Pool image
Description: In the picture are objects of sky, trees, grass and pool.
After all processing are in the image 23 regions - one region for object of sky, 4
regions for trees object, 3 regions for grass and water in the pool consists of 2
regions. Another objects occured in the image are gray railing within the pool, chairs
reﬂection and tiles around the pool. During merging were badly assigned chairs to
tiles.
5.2.9 Example 9: Airplane wing image
Fig. 5.13: Example 9: Airplane wing image
smallRegionThr [-] 3 segmentation time [s] 5,48
mergingThr [-] 9000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,087
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 1,788
amount of regions [-] 31005 total time [s] 8,355
connecting small regions [-] 178
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 19
Tab. 5.11: Example 9: Airplane wing image
Description: Here are only few objects - airplane wing (with engines that could be
taken as a separate objects) and sky with land in a fog.
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After all processing 19 regions arise - closest engine consists of 5 regions. One region
comprise badly at land and wing part as well (merging was based on color similarity).
On the other hand shape of the wing was maintained.
5.2.10 Example 10: Harbor image
Fig. 5.14: Example 10: Harbor image
smallRegionThr [-] 2 segmentation time [s] 6,078
mergingThr [-] 6000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,198
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 1,453
amount of regions [-] 49033 total time [s] 8,729
connecting small regions [-] 239
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 82
Tab. 5.12: Example 10: Harbor image
Description: In this image is hard to determine dominant objects and due to big
diversity in objects shapes, color and size set parameters of segmentation to create
good looking results.
At the end of processing the image with segmentation operator, 82 regions are crea-
ted. Amount of regions is very high and if we will brows through regions separately
no meaningful result from color, shape or neighboring regions can be made. Only
one exception may be a palm tree in the middle. In my subjective opinion this image
will be hard to segment even for better designed and more advanced segmentation
operators (especially segmentation methods mathematic within).
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5.2.11 Example 11: Mountains image
Fig. 5.15: Example 11: Mountains image
smallRegionThr [-] 4 segmentation time [s] 5,831
mergingThr [-] 6000 connecting small regions t [s] 0,899
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 0,861
amount of regions [-] 23480 total time [s] 7,591
connecting small regions [-] 134
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 10
Tab. 5.13: Example 11: Mountains image
Description: Here is an image of landscape with mountains. Result should be sky
and a few objects of mountains.
After all processing are in the image 10 regions. Two regions of dark clusters of trees
are situated at the bottom of the image. One region is for sky and the rest is for
mountains.
5.2.12 Example 12: Airplane image
Fig. 5.16: Example 12: Airplane image
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smallRegionThr [-] 4 segmentation time [s] 5,472
mergingThr [-] 15000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,076
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 0,356
amount of regions [-] 20383 total time [s] 6,904
connecting small regions [-] 129
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 27
Tab. 5.14: Example 12: Airplane image
Description: This (and next three following images) is a classical image processing
picture. There is and airplane in the image, clouds and a mountain.
After processing the image only 27 regions remains in the picture. Clouds and snow
on the mountain were merged together because of their similar color and mountains
created more or less 10 regions. Object of ﬁghter is well shaped but contains about
a dozen of regions and the reason is that parts of ﬁghter has diﬀerent colors.
5.2.13 Example 13: Baboon image
Fig. 5.17: Example 13: Baboon image
smallRegionThr [-] 10 segmentation time [s] 5,55
mergingThr [-] 6000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,604
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 0,871
amount of regions [-] 43171 total time [s] 8,025
connecting small regions [-] 40
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 20
Tab. 5.15: Example 13: Baboon image
Description: On this typical image processing image is a monkey with the generic
name baboon. Typical is red nose, blue cheeks and coloring in general. Those typical
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colors should be objects of our interest.
In this example we were able set higher smallRegionThr parameter because of colo-
ring of image - regions will be always merged with regions with similar color. Merging
of small regions created 40 regions and a good looking result with only one failure
- merging eyes with other regions. At the end are in the image 20 regions with one
for eyes, two for nose object, one for left cheek and three for right cheek. All other
regions creates remaining parts of monkey face.
5.2.14 Example 14: Lenna image
Fig. 5.18: Example 14: Lenna image
smallRegionThr [-] 4 segmentation time [s] 5,474
mergingThr [-] 6000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,278
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 2,339
amount of regions [-] 32591 total time [s] 9,091
connecting small regions [-] 124
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 28
Tab. 5.16: Example 14: Lenna image
Description: In this image is Lenna - image processing star. Image can be divided
into objects of Lenna, hat with feathers, mirror and background.
Whole image is colored in the red shade and therefor processing will not approach
good results. Outcome are 28 regions with objects connected to each other badly.
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5.2.15 Example 15: Pepper image
Fig. 5.19: Example 15: Pepper image
smallRegionThr [-] 4 segmentation time [s] 5,462
mergingThr [-] 6000 connecting small regions t [s] 1,284
connectivityModel [-] 4-point merging similar regions t [s] 0,648
amount of regions [-] 33359 total time [s] 7,394
connecting small regions [-] 128
ﬁnal amount of regions [-] 47
Tab. 5.17: Example 15: Pepper image
Description: In this image each pepper is one object of interest; and red, green and
yellow peppers in the middle are dominant.
Final result is image with 47 regions. Result looks good and all peppers in the middle
have native shape and are made of three regions.
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6 CONCLUSION
As stated in introduction amount of images with need of processing rise signiﬁcantly
during last few years and therefore the image processing has become important nowa-
days. Since image data segmentation is a crucial part of computer vision it became
necessary to improve the methods and bring new approaches in this area of com-
puter vision; and therefore was image data segmentation chosen as a topic of this
master thesis.
Main outcome of this paper is working segmentation operator based on watershed
transform algorithm with results shown in chapter 5. Another outcome is a cate-
gorization of current segmentation methods in coherent structure, where the most
common methods are described in detail and many others are added in created
FreeMind map of segmentation in annex B. Conventional image segmentation algo-
rithms are categorized generally into four classes: 1) Feature space based techniques
where the pixels are segmented into classes based on ﬁnding thresholds in gray-level
histograms; 2) Region-based techniques by which homogeneous areas around a given
pixel are grouped together and marked; 3) Artiﬁcial Neural Network schemes, which
tries to imitate biological neural networks in order to calculate given problem; and 4)
Knowledge based methods where algorithm tries to compare object from database
to objects on the image.
First beneﬁt of the created operator is using color space instead of gray scale in
segmentation and post-processing. Usually watershed transform operates only with
gray scale space but in nowadays image processing working with color space is more
common. In segmentation process of created operator color components are conver-
ted into gray scale and user can choose if conversion should proceed by weighted
or unweighted (average) transfer method. The reason why all points hold their co-
lors is because of post-processing when regions are merged on base of their color
similarity. Big advantage of this operator is improvement related to implementation
of post-processing. Number of regions inside the image can be rapidly reduced by
using post-processing in comparison with usage of segmentation only (detailed re-
sults are presented in chapter 5). Operator working with this post-processing seems
to look like hybrid between watershed transform and k-means clustering or region
competition kind of segmentation. Next contribution of this work consists of appro-
ach to the concept of segmentation - usual procedure is to make some preprocessing
by blurring or averaging neighboring pixels to achieve suitable result (number and
shape of regions) but at the cost of losing some details. Better looking result of
segmentation and with no loss of details is achieved by use of appropriate setting of
all parameters in post-processing compared with use of preprocessing.
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Setting of parameters to achieve best possible results of segmentation are essential
and that is why it may be considered as a disadvantage or may be uncomfortable
when working with segmentation operator. Another weakness of operator is possibi-
lity of improper use of some structures or procedures during programing and therefor
time complexity could rise (see time complexity graphs in images 5.2 and 5.4). Last
disadvantage of the operator is a sort of ”granulate eﬀect” arising on a sharp transi-
tion between white and black neighboring parts. This ”granulate eﬀect” in concept
of watershed transform is not an error but undesirable characteristic caused by the
basics of algorithm.
Segmentation process can be improved (along with removal of disadvantage of pa-
rameter setting by user) by use of automated setting of parameters. This automa-
tization of setting in segmentation operator can be managed by appropriate use of
future extraction and machine learning in conjunction with segmentation operator.
On a suﬃciently large sample of testing images can be created a database where
recommended setting of parameters for images with some characters and features
will be stored.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
AND ABBREVIATIONS
SPL Signal Processing Laboratory
IMMI IMage-MIning
AGPL Aﬀero General Public License
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
CT Computed tomography
MRF Markov random ﬁelds
MDL Minimum description length
ANN Artiﬁcial Neural Network
NN Neural Network
CHNN Competitive Hopﬁeld neural network
WTA Winner-takes-all
HNN Hopﬁeld neural network
SOM Self-organizing map
JRE Java Runtime Environment
SKIZ Skeleton by inﬂuence zones
FIFO First-In-First-Out
OCR Optical Character Recognition
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A ANNEX
A.1 CD with software
Content
• Tools directory with programs and plugin needed for running the segmentation
operator; and instructions.
• Text directory with master’s thesis text in pdf format.
• Source code directory where all author’s code is situated.
• Images directory with images used in this paper.
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B FREEMIND MAP OF SEGMENTATION
Fig. B.1: FreeMind segmentation map
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C WATERSHED ALGORITHM
1: INPUT: digital gray scale image G = (D,E, im).
2: OUTPUT: labelled watershed image lab on D.
3: #deﬁne INIT −1 ⊲ initial value of lab image
4: #deﬁne MASK −2 ⊲ initial value at each level
5: #deﬁne FICTITIOUS −3 ⊲ ﬁctitious pixel /∈ D
6: #deﬁne WSHED −4 ⊲ label of the watershed pixels
7: curlab← 0 ⊲ curlab is the current label
8: fifo init(queue)
9: for all p ∈ D do
10: lab[p]← INIT; dist[p]← 0
11: end for
12: SORT pixels in increasing order of gray values (minimum hmin, maximum hmax)
13: (*Start Flooding*)
14: for h = hmin to hmax do ⊲ Geodesic SKIZ of level h− 1 inside level h
15: for all p ∈ D with im[p] = h do ⊲ mask all pixels at level h
16: ⊲ these are directly accessible because of the sorting step
17: lab[p]← MASK
18: if p has a neighbor q with (lab[q] > 0 or lab[q] = WSHED) then
19: ⊲ initialize neighbors queue at level h of current basins (watershed)
20: dist[p]← 1; fifo add(p, queue)
21: end if
22: end for
23: curdist← 1; fifo add(FICTITIOUS, queue)
24: loop ⊲ extend basins
25: p← fifo remove(queue)
26: if p =FICTITIOUS then
27: if fifo empty(queue) then
28: BREAK
29: else
30: fifo add(FICTITIOUS, queue); curdits← curdist+ 1;
31: p← fifo remove(queue)
32: end if
33: end if
34: for all q ∈ NG(p) do ⊲ labeling p by inspecting neighbours
35: if dist[q] < curdist and (lab[q] > 0 or lab[q] = WSHED) then
36: ⊲ q belongs to an existing basin or to watersheds
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37: if lab[q] > 0 then
38: if lab[p] = MASK or lab[p] = WSHED then
39: lab[p]← lab[q]
40: else if lab[p] 6= lab[q] then
41: lab[p]← WSHED
42: end if
43: else if lab[p] = MASK then
44: lab[p]← WSHED
45: end if
46: else if lab[q] = MASK and dist[q] = 0 then ⊲ q is plateau pixel
47: dist[q]← curdist+ 1; fifo add(q, queue)
48: end if
49: end for
50: end loop ⊲ delete and process new minima at level h
51: for all p ∈ D with im[p] = h do
52: dist[p]← 0 ⊲ reset distance to zero
53: if lab[p] = MASK then ⊲ p is inside a new minimum
54: curlab← curlab+ 1 ⊲ create new label
55: fifo add(p, queue); lab[p]← curlab
56: while not fifo empty(queue) do
57: q ← fifo remove(queue)
58: for all r ∈ NG(q) do ⊲ inspect neigbours of q
59: if lab[r] = MASK then
60: fifo add(r, queue); lab[r]← curlab
61: end if
62: end for
63: end while
64: end if
65: end for
66: end for
67: (*End Flooding*)
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D CLASS DIAGRAM
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